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(54) BLOCK ERROR RATIO ESTIMATION METHOD AND COMMUNICATION DEVICE

(57) A method for estimating a block error rate and
a communication device are applied to the field of com-
munications technologies. The method for estimating a
block error rate includes: decoding N received coded
code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities
APPs, where N is a natural number greater than 1; ob-
taining, according to the multiple posterior probabilities
APPs and a preset policy, a result indicating that the de-

coding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect,
where the preset policy includes: when a sum of absolute
values of the multiple APPs is greater than or equal to a
preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and obtaining
a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating
whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks is cor-
rect. In this way, estimation of a decoding block error rate
is implemented.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular to a method for
estimating a block error rate and a communication device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In an existing communication system, generally a Turbo code is used to code data service information whose
code length is relatively large. As an error-correcting code, the Turbo code is often used with a cyclic redundancy check
(Cyclic Redundancy Check, CRC) error-detecting code to perform cascaded coding. A receive end may learn, according
to a CRC checking result, whether decoding with the error-correcting code is correct.
[0003] Specifically, at a transmit end, a media access control (Media Access Control, MAC) layer issues a transport
block (Transport Block, TB) to a physical layer (PHY). Generally, the TB is relatively large and this does not facilitate
coding at the physical layer. As shown in FIG. 1a and FIG. 1b, the physical layer first performs CRC coding for the TB
to form transport block cyclic redundancy check (Transport Block Cyclic Redundancy Check, TB-CRC), appends the
TB-CRC (the parts padded by crossing lines shown in FIG. 1a and FIG. 1b) to a data tail of the TB, splits the TB into
multiple code blocks (CB, Code Block), and performs separate Turbo coding for each CB.
[0004] At the receive end, a physical layer decodes received data, checks the TB-CRC, and learns whether the
decoding of the TB is correct according to a checking result; and a radio resource management (Radio Resource
Management, RRM) layer needs to learn a packet error ratio (packet Error Ratio, PER) or a short-time (such as tens of
milliseconds) block error rate (Block Error Ratio, BLER) of the decoding performed by the physical layer, so as to estimate
short-time channel quality, adjust a power control policy, or do the like.
[0005] In the prior art, there are the following two methods for the physical layer at the transmit end to process the
CBs split from the TB: As shown in FIG. 1a, the physical layer may directly perform Turbo coding for the CBs after the
splitting; or as shown in FIG. 1b, the physical layer may perform CRC coding for each CB after the splitting to form code
block cyclic redundancy check (CB-CRC), appends the obtained CB-CRC (the parts padded by dots shown in FIG. 1b)
to a data tail of each CB, and performs Turbo coding for each CB.
[0006] If the transmit end directly codes the CBs, the receive end can learn whether the decoding of the received data
is correct only according to the TB-CRC check, and therefore the RRM layer can learn only a BLER of the transport
block. However, in some applications, for example, the BLER needs to be output once every tens of milliseconds during
power control but there are about tens of transport blocks within a duration as short as tens of milliseconds, and therefore,
a small number of sampling points are available for estimating the BLER at the receive end, and the estimation is not
precise.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide a method for estimating a block error rate and a communication
device, so as to improve the precision of estimating a block error rate at a receive end.
[0008] According to one aspect, the present invention provides a method for estimating a block error rate, including:

decoding N received coded code blocks respectively to obtain multiple posterior probabilities APPs, where N is a
natural number greater than 1;
obtaining, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs and a preset policy, a result indicating that the
decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, where the preset policy includes: when a sum of absolute
values of the multiple APPs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
obtaining a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code
blocks is correct.

[0009] According to one aspect, the present invention provides another method for estimating a block error rate,
including:

decoding multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs that correspond to each coded code block among N received coded
code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities APPs, where N is a natural number greater than 1;
obtaining, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs, the multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs, and a preset
policy, a result indicating that the decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, where the preset policy
includes: when a ratio of a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs to a sum of absolute values of the multiple
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LLRs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
obtaining a decoding block error rate according to results indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code
blocks are correct or incorrect.

[0010] According to another aspect, the present invention provides a communication device including:

a first decoding unit, configured to decode N received coded code blocks respectively to obtain multiple posterior
probabilities APPs, where N is a natural number greater than 1;
a first decoding result obtaining unit, configured to obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs
obtained by the first decoding unit and a preset policy, a result indicating that the decoding of each coded code
block is correct or incorrect, where the preset policy includes: when a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs
is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
a first block error rate obtaining unit, configured to obtain a decoding block error rate according to results indicating
whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks are correct or incorrect.

[0011] According to another aspect, the present invention provides another communication device, including:

a second decoding unit, configured to decode multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs that correspond to each coded
code block among N received coded code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities APPs, where N is a natural
number greater than 1;
a second decoding result obtaining unit, configured to obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs
of the second decoding unit, the multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs, and a preset policy, a result indicating that the
decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, where the preset policy includes: when a ratio of a sum
of absolute values of the multiple APPs to a sum of absolute values of the multiple LLRs is greater than or equal to
a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
a second block error rate obtaining unit, configured to obtain a decoding block error rate according to results indicating
whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks are correct or incorrect.

[0012] In the embodiments of the present invention, after receiving coded code blocks, a receive end decodes N of
the coded code blocks to obtain multiple APPs; obtains, according to the multiple APPs and a preset policy, a result
indicating whether the decoding of each coded code block is correct, where the preset policy includes: when a sum of
absolute values of the multiple APPs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and obtains
a decoding block error rate according to results indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks ares correct
or incorrect. In this way, when a sending end codes the CBs directly according to a method shown in FIG. 1a, an RRM
layer at the receive end can estimate a block error rate BLER according to relevant parameters of the coded CBs, so
that there are a relatively large number of code blocks in a duration as short as tens of milliseconds, and therefore, quite
many sampling points are available for estimating the BLER at the receive end and the estimation is more precise.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0013] To illustrate the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more clearly,
the following briefly introduces the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments or the prior art.
Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description show merely some embodiments of the present
invention, and a person of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings from these accompanying drawings
without creative efforts.

FIG. 1a is a schematic diagram of a structure for processing a code block in the prior art;
FIG. 1b is a schematic diagram of another structure for processing a code block in the prior art;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for estimating a block error rate according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of another method for estimating a block error rate according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a communication device according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of another communication device according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0014] The following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the
described embodiments are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embod-
iments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative
efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0015] An embodiment of the present invention provides a method for estimating a block error rate. The method
provided in this embodiment is a method executed by a communications receive end, a flowchart of which is shown in
FIG. 2. The method includes the following steps:
[0016] Step 101: Decode N received coded code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities (A Posteriori Proba-
bility, APP), where N is a natural number greater than 1.
[0017] It may be understood that during coding of CBs split from a TB, a physical layer at a transmit end may directly
perform Turbo coding for the CBs, as shown in FIG. 1a, to obtain coded code blocks, and send the coded code blocks
to the receive end; or may first perform CRC coding for each CB to form CB-CRC, as shown in FIG. 1b, append the
obtained CB-CRC to a data tail of each corresponding CB, perform Turbo coding for each CB to obtain coded code
blocks, and send the coded code blocks to the receive end.
[0018] In this way, after receiving the coded CBs, a physical layer at the receive end may select N coded CBs, for
example, select N coded CBs received within a short duration (such as tens of milliseconds) or select N coded CBs
received within a long duration (such as hundreds of milliseconds). When decoding each coded CB, the physical layer
at the receive end first performs demodulation to obtain multiple log-likelihood ratios (Log-Likelihood Ratio, LLR) that
correspond to the coded CB, and performs Turbo coding for the multiple LLRs to obtain multiple APPs.
[0019] Step 102: Obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs and a preset policy, a result indicating
that the decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, where the preset policy includes: when a sum of
absolute values of the multiple APPs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; or if a sum
of absolute values of the multiple APPs is smaller than a preset threshold, the decoding is incorrect.
[0020] Here, the preset threshold is prestored at the receive end, and may vary according to different actual commu-
nication channels.
[0021] The receive end needs to obtain, through the preset policy, a result indicating whether the decoding of each
coded CB among the N coded CBs is correct. Specifically, assuming that M APPs are obtained after LLRs of a coded
CB are decoded, the receive end first adds up absolute values of the M APPs to an add-up value, and compares the
add-up value with the preset threshold. If the add-up value is greater than or equal to the preset threshold, the decoding
performed by the receive end for the coded CB is correct; if the add-up value is smaller than the preset threshold, the
decoding performed by the receive end for the coded CB is incorrect.
[0022] Step 103: Obtain a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating whether the decoding of the N
coded code blocks is correct.
[0023] When obtaining the decoding block error rate, an RRM layer at the receive end may compare the number of
incorrectly decoded coded code blocks obtained in step 102 with N to obtain the decoding block error rate. Assuming
that P coded CBs are incorrectly decoded in the process of decoding the N coded CBs at the receive end, the decoding
block error rate is P/N 3 100%.
[0024] As can be seen, in this embodiment of the present invention, after receiving coded code blocks, a receive end
decodes N of the coded code blocks to obtain multiple APPs; obtains, according to the multiple APPs and a preset
policy, a result indicating whether the decoding of each coded code block is correct, where the preset policy includes:
when a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is
correct; and obtains a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating whether the decoding of the N coded
code blocks is correct. In this way, when a sending end codes the CBs directly according to a method shown in FIG.
1a, an RRM layer at the receive end can estimate a block error rate BLER according to relevant parameters of the coded
CBs, so that there are a relatively large number of code blocks in a duration as short as tens of milliseconds, and
therefore, quite many sampling points are available for estimating the BLER at the receive end and the estimation is
more precise.
[0025] An embodiment of the present invention further provides another method for estimating a block error rate. The
method provided in this embodiment is a method executed by a communications receive end, a flowchart of which is
shown in FIG. 3. The method includes the following steps:
[0026] Step 201: Decode multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs that correspond to each coded code block among N
received coded code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities APPs, where N is a natural number greater than 1.
[0027] It may be understood that during coding of CBs split from a TB, a physical layer at a transmit end may directly
perform Turbo coding for the CBs to obtain coded code blocks, and send the coded code blocks to the receive end; or
may first perform CRC coding for each CB to form CB-CRC, append the obtained CB-CRC to a data tail of each
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corresponding CB, perform Turbo coding for each CB to obtain coded code blocks, and send the coded code blocks to
the receive end.
[0028] In this way, after receiving the coded CBs, a physical layer at the receive end may select N coded CBs, for
example, select N coded CBs received within a short duration (such as tens of milliseconds) or select N coded CBs
received within a long duration (such as hundreds of milliseconds). When decoding each coded CB, the physical layer
at the receive end first performs demodulation to obtain multiple LLRs that correspond to the coded CB, and performs
Turbo coding for the multiple LLRs to obtain multiple APPs.
[0029] Step 202: Obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs, the multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs,
and a preset policy, a result indicating that the decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, where the
preset policy includes: when a ratio of a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs to a sum of absolute values of the
multiple LLRs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; or if a ratio of a sum of absolute
values of the multiple APPs to a sum of absolute values of the multiple LLRs is smaller than a preset threshold, the
decoding is incorrect.
[0030] Here, the preset threshold is prestored at the receive end, and may vary according to different actual commu-
nication channels.
[0031] The receive end needs to obtain, through the preset policy, a result indicating whether the decoding of each
coded CB among the N coded CBs is correct. Specifically, assuming that H APPs are obtained after H LLRs of a coded
CB are decoded, the receive end first obtains a ratio of a sum of absolute values of the H APPs to a sum of absolute
values of the H LLRs, and compares the ratio with the preset threshold. If the ratio is greater than or equal to the preset
threshold, the decoding performed by the receive end for the coded CB is correct; if the ratio is smaller than the preset
threshold, the decoding performed by the receive end for the coded CB is incorrect.
[0032] Step 203: Obtain a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating whether the decoding of the N
coded code blocks is correct.
[0033] When obtaining the decoding block error rate, an RRM layer at the receive end may compare the number of
incorrectly decoded coded code blocks obtained in step 202 with N to obtain the decoding block error rate. Assuming
that P coded CBs are incorrectly decoded in the process of decoding the N coded CBs at the receive end, the decoding
block error rate is P/N 3 100%.
[0034] As can be seen, in this embodiment of the present invention, after receiving coded code blocks, a receive end
decodes multiple LLRs of each coded code block among N of the coded code blocks to obtain multiple APPs; obtains,
according to the multiple APPs, the multiple LLRs, and a preset policy, a result indicating whether the decoding of each
coded code block is correct, where the preset policy includes: when a ratio of a sum of absolute values of the multiple
APPs to a sum of absolute values of the multiple LLRs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is
correct; and obtains a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating whether the decoding of the N coded
code blocks is correct. In this way, when a sending end codes the CBs directly according to a method shown in FIG.
1a, an RRM layer at the receive end can estimate a block error rate BLER according to relevant parameters of the coded
CBs, so that there are a relatively large number of code blocks in a duration as short as tens of milliseconds, and
therefore, quite many sampling points are available for estimating the BLER at the receive end and the estimation is
more precise.
[0035] In a specific embodiment, if the sending end first performs CRC coding for the CBs according to a method
shown in FIG. 1b to form CB-CRC, append the CB-CRC to data tails of the CBs, and then perform coding for the CBs,
the receive end may also estimate the block error rate by using the method provided in this embodiment of the present
invention while the precision of the estimated block error rate can be ensured.
[0036] Assuming that the block error rate estimated by using the method provided in this embodiment of the present
invention is recorded as Quot_Instant_BLER whereas the block error rate estimated by using the CB-CRC in the prior
art is recorded as CRC_Instant_BLER, a standard deviation σ between them is: 

[0037] Here, N is the number of CBs. If a length of a CB is K = 5114, a code rate (CR) is 0.6, and the preset threshold
is 7.6, the standard deviation σ of short-time block error rates estimated on an additive white Gaussian noise (Additive
White Gaussian Noise, AWGN) channel and on a typical urban (Typical Urban, TU) 30 fading channel is shown in Table 1.
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[0038] As can be seen from Table 1, because the standard deviation σ is very small, a difference between the block
error rate estimated by using the method provided in this embodiment of the present invention and the block error rate
estimated by using the CB-CRC is very small. Therefore, the accuracy of the block error rate estimated by using the
method provided in this embodiment of the present invention is very high.
[0039] FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a communication device according to an embodiment of the present
invention, including:

a first decoding unit 10, configured to decode N received coded code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities
APPs, where N is a natural number greater than 1;
a first decoding result obtaining unit 11, configured to obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs
obtained by the first decoding unit 10 and a preset policy, a result indicating that the decoding of each coded code
block is correct or incorrect, where the preset policy includes: when a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs
is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
a first block error rate obtaining unit 12, configured to obtain a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating
whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks obtained by the first decoding result obtaining unit 11 is correct.

[0040] In a specific embodiment, the first block error obtaining unit 12 may obtain the decoding block error rate through
a first ratio obtaining unit 112, where the first ratio obtaining unit 112 is configured to obtain the decoding block error
rate by comparing the number of incorrectly decoded coded code blocks with the N.
[0041] In the communication device according to this embodiment of the present invention, after the communication
device receives coded code blocks, a first decoding unit 10 decodes N of the coded code blocks to obtain multiple APPs;
a first decoding result obtaining unit 11 obtains, according to the multiple APPs and a preset policy, a result indicating
whether the decoding of each coded code block is correct, where the preset policy includes: when a sum of absolute
values of the multiple APPs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and a first block error
rate obtaining unit 12 obtains a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating whether the decoding of the N
coded code blocks is correct. In this way, when a sending end codes the CBs directly according to a method shown in
FIG. 1a, an RRM layer at the receive end can estimate a block error rate BLER according to relevant parameters of the
coded CBs, so that there are a relatively large number of code blocks in a duration as short as tens of milliseconds, and
therefore, quite many sampling points are available for estimating the BLER at the receive end and the estimation is
more precise.
[0042] An embodiment of the present invention provides another communication device, a schematic structural diagram
of which is shown in FIG. 5. The communication device includes:

a second decoding unit 20, configured to decode multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs that correspond to each coded
code block among N received coded code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities APPs, where N is a natural
number greater than 1;
a second decoding result obtaining unit 21, configured to obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities
APPs of the second decoding unit 20, the multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs, and a preset policy, a result indicating
that the decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, where the preset policy includes: when a ratio
of a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs to a sum of absolute values of the multiple LLRs is greater than
or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and

Table 1

On an AWGN Channel On a TU30 Channel

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) σ SNR σ

5 dB 1.45 3 10-2 4 dB 1.32 3 10-2

6 dB 1.32 3 10-2 5 dB 1.36 3 10-2

7 dB 1.17 3 10-2 6 dB 1.16 3 10-2

8 dB 9.44 3 10-3 7 dB 1.01 3 10-2

9 dB 7.81 3 10-3 8 dB 7.93 3 10-3

10 dB 5.96 3 10-3 9 dB 4.83 3 10-3

11 dB 4.53 3 10-3 9.5 dB 4.01 3 10-3

Total 1.019 3 10-2 Total 8.258 3 10-3
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a second block error rate obtaining unit 22, configured to obtain a decoding block error rate according to a result
indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks obtained by the second decoding result obtaining unit
21 is correct.

[0043] In a specific embodiment, the second block error obtaining unit 22 may obtain the decoding block error rate
through a second ratio obtaining unit 122, where the second ratio obtaining unit 122 is configured to obtain the decoding
block error rate by comparing the number of incorrectly decoded coded code blocks with the N.
[0044] In the communication device according to this embodiment of the present invention, after the communication
device receives coded code blocks, a second decoding unit 20 decodes multiple LLRs of each coded code block among
N of the coded code blocks to obtain multiple APPs; a second decoding result obtaining unit 21 obtains, according to
the multiple APPs, the multiple LLRs, and a preset policy, a result indicating whether the decoding of each coded code
block is correct, where the preset policy includes: when a ratio of a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs to a
sum of absolute values of the multiple LLRs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
a second block error rate obtaining unit 22 obtains a decoding block error rate according to a result indicating whether
the decoding of the N coded code blocks is correct. In this way, when a sending end codes the CBs directly according
to a method shown in FIG. 1a, an RRM layer at the receive end can estimate a block error rate BLER according to
relevant parameters of the coded CBs, so that there are a relatively large number of code blocks in a duration as short
as tens of milliseconds, and therefore, quite many sampling points are available for estimating the BLER at the receive
end and the estimation is more precise.
[0045] the first and second decoding units, the decoding result ing units, the block error rate ing units, and the second
ratio obtaining unit, "first" and "second" do not represent a sequence but are only intended to distinguish different units.
[0046] A person of ordinary skill in the art may understand that all or a part of the steps of the methods in the foregoing
embodiments may be implemented by a computer program instructing relevant hardware. The program may be stored
in a computer readable storage medium. The storage medium may include a ROM, a RAM, a magnetic disk, or an optical
disk.
[0047] The foregoing detailed descriptions are about a method for estimating a block error rate and a communication
device provided in the embodiments of the present invention. In this specification, specific examples are used for illus-
trating principles and implementation manners of the present invention. The foregoing description about the embodiments
is merely for understanding the methods and core ideas of the present invention. Meanwhile, a person of ordinary skill
in the art may make modifications to the specific implementation manners and application scopes according to the idea
of the present invention. In conclusion, the content of this specification should not be construed as a limitation to the
present invention.

Claims

1. A method for estimating a block error rate, comprising:

decoding N received coded code blocks respectively to obtain multiple posterior probabilitiesAPPs, wherein N
is a natural number greater than 1;
obtaining according to the multiple APPs and a preset policy, indicating whether the decoding of each coded
code block is correct or incorrect, wherein the preset policy comprises: when a sum of absolute values of multiple
APPsis greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
obtaining a decoding block error rate according to results indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code
blocks are correct or incorrect.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining a decoding block error rate according to result indicating
whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks are correct or incorrect specifically comprises:

obtaining the decoding block error rate by comparing the number of incorrectly decoded coded blocks with N.

3. A method for estimating a block error rate, comprising:

Decoding multiple log-likelihood ratios, LLRs, that correspond to each coded code block among N coded code
blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities, APPs, wherein N is a natural number greater than 1;
Obtaining according to the multiple APPs, the multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs, and a preset policy, a result
indicating whether the decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, wherein the preset policy
comprises: when a ratio of a sum of absolute values of multiple APPs to a sum of absolute values of multiple
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LLRs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decodingis correct; and
Obtaining a decoding block error rate according to results indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code
blocks are correct or incorrect.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the obtaining a decoding block error rate according to the results indicating
whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks are correct or incorrect specifically comprises:

obtaining the decoding block error rate by comparing the number of incorrectly decoded ecoded blocks with N.

5. A communication device, comprising:

a first decoding unit, configured to decode N received coded code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities
APPs, wherein N is a natural number greater than 1;
a first decoding result obtaining unit, configured to obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities APPs,
obtained by the first decoding unit and a preset policy, a result indicating whether the decoding of each coded
code block is correct or incorrect, wherein the preset policy comprises: when a sum of absolute values of the
multiple APPs is greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
a first block error rate obtaining unit, configured to obtain a decoding block error rate according to results
indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks are correct or incorrect.

6. The communication device according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the first block error obtaining unit specifically comprises
a first ratio obtaining unit, configured to obtain the decoding block error rate by comparing the number of incorrectly
decoded coded code blocks with N.

7. A communication device, comprising:

a second decoding unit, configured to decode multiple log-likelihood ratios, LLRs, that correspond to each coded
code block among N received coded code blocks to obtain multiple posterior probabilities APPs, wherein N is
a natural number greater than 1;
a second decoding result obtaining unit, configured to obtain, according to the multiple posterior probabilities,
APPs, of the second decoding unit, the multiple log-likelihood ratios LLRs and a preset policy, a result indicating
that the decoding of each coded code block is correct or incorrect, wherein the preset policy comprises: when
a ratio of a sum of absolute values of the multiple APPs to a sum of absolute values of the multiple LLRs is
greater than or equal to a preset threshold, the decoding is correct; and
a second block error rate obtaining unit, configured to obtain a decoding block error rate according to results
indicating whether the decoding of the N coded code blocks are correct incorrect.

8. The communication device according to claim 7, wherein the second block error obtaining unit specifically comprises
a second ratio obtaining unit, configured to obtain the decoding block error rate by comparing the number of incorrectly
decoded coded code blocks with N.
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